TOZO NC2 Hybrid Active Noise Cancelling Wireless Earbuds, ANC
in-Ear Detection Headphones, IPX6 Waterproof Bluetooth 5.2 TWS
Stereo Earphones, Immersive Sound Premium Deep Bass Headset,
Black Review-2021

Active Noise CancellationHybrid 3 layer Active Noise Cancellation. 1. Outward-facing microphone
detects external sounds and counter with equal anti-noise to reduce the environmental noise up to
more than 35dB. 2. Inward-facing microphone listens inside ear canal to pick up internal sounds and
produce anti-noise again to twice cancel the left noise. 3. Ear caps prevent 90% noise going to ear
canal.
Transparency Mode You can hear what you want to hear, which lets outside sound in so you can
hear and interact with the world around you. You can clearly hear the announcement of the airline or
subway and what is saying around you without taking off the headphones.
Optical Sensors TechnologyFeatures optical sensors technology, they sense when theyâ€™re in
your ears and pause when you take them out. Adopt high-precision contact sensor, optimized for
daily use and sports occasion, achieving real-time detection of wearing status.
One-step PairingPick up the two headsets from the charging case, and they will be paired
automatically. Then simply enable bluetooth connection on your mobile phone to pair the device
with your earbuds.
Charge on the goTOZO NC2 wireless earbuds can last for over 8 hours' playtime from a single
charge and 32 extra hours in the compact charging case. Providing convenient charging way with
no strings attached. IPX6 Waterproof can prevent from the damage of the splash by sweat and
raindrops.Ergonomic Design
The shape of NC2 perfectly fits the curve of inner contour of ear.
With round soft silicone eartips, it can offer more wearing stability and comfort when in use.
Whether you' re running or jumping, the earbuds will stay in ear securely.
Both Earbuds and Charging Case are IPX6 Waterproof Protection
IPX6 Waterproof Nano-coating efficiently protects the earbuds from sweat or water, perfect for
running,skiing, etc. (not for swimming)
Hi-FI Stereo Sound Quality
TOZO acoustic experts foucus on precise acoustic tuning and find out the best sound characteristics
for human hearing sensitivity.
Accurately adjust every detail to achieve a perfect balance of bass, midrange and treble.
TOZO NC2 provide powerful bass, mellow midrange, and clear treble. Reappearing every detail of
the music vividly.
One Step Pairing
Pick up 2 headsets from the charging case and they will connect each other automatically.
Then only one step easily enter mobile phoneâ€™s Bluetooth setting and choose "TOZO-NC2" to
pair the earbuds.
The Advanced Bluetooth 5.2 Technology
Support HSP, HFP, A2DP, AVRCP. Provides in-call stereo sound.
Greatly improve the transmission speed and providing you with a low-latency listening experience.
Upgraded Faster Wireless Charging
Enjoy fast charging, to fully charge the rechargerable case less than 2 hours via USB-C fast charge
cable.
Playtime lasts for over 8 hours from single charge and total 32 hours with charging case.
The charging case is compatible with most of wireless chargers.
Note: Wireless charger not included. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code
2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

